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Year Four, A. C.
@ By Jim Martin
The editor bids farewell to his student
audience by this very clever bit of
analysis of a new phase of educational
life at the University of Dayton. The
article is characterized by his usual
keenness of thought and his marked
ability of expression.

A: the eighty-ninth commencement exer-

cises scheduled to take place June fourth,
University of Dayton diplomas will be received
by the first co-ed class in the history of the
institution. Since the occasion will mark somewhat an epoch in the steady forward progress
of the University, a consideration of the attendant significances of the event will not come
amiss here.

There is probably no reasonable doubt that
the co-eds have passed the “experimental”
phase, that the Women’s College has proved
its worth on the campus, and that it is here to
stay. There is no arguing out of a fait accompli.

Various spokesmen during the past four years
have pointed with pride to the “improved
atmosphere” of the campus since the advent
of the co-eds began tempering the erstwhile
regime of complete masculinity. The lighter
side of campus life has taken on a new and
greater wholesomeness, with the addition of an
indispensable and balancing contingent of
society. Nor can it be substantially proved
that the academic aspect has suffered materially
with the invasion of women into the previously
monastic severity of classroom and laboratory.

would not be complete without consideration of
the Case against Co-Education. At present, this
brief is still held by some students. But the
ranks of the die-hards were decimated with the
exodus of the last class having a remembrance
of the days when the campus was a “man’s
world” almost exclusively. A prominent member of the 1938 class went on record as being
of the conviction that “if a student poll had
been held in the fall of 1935, on the question of
inaugurating the Women’s College, the measure
would have been overwhelmingly defeated.”
His statement was, of course purely hypotheti-

cal, and couldneither be proved or disproved,
which was, no doubt, one reason it was made.
Curiously enough, one has difficulty in gathering any really concrete evidence of student
objection or resentment to the Coming of
Women. The campus publications, regarded as
the mirror of all shades of student opinion, are
utterly devoid of overt criticism of the co-educational system, beyond a subtle inuendo here and
there. Since, however, the campus press is devoted to the principle of presenting ‘‘All the
news that’s FIT to print,” it may be assumed
that members of the anti-co-ed faction may
have made attempts at pamphleteering in the

interest of their lost cause, being thwarted by a
policy of censorship, which subscribes to the
belief that a move formally sanctioned by the
administration is not worthy of destructive

student criticism. Evils, if any, would reveal
themselves in the course of time, and in the
interim, let there be peace and harmony.

The writer being constitutionally opposed to

Nevertheless, at least one scrap of docu-

pure eulogy, this article is not intended as such.

mentary proof is available supporting our con-

An analysis of co-education at the University

tention that once-upon-a-time there did exist a
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pronounced disapproval of the Coming of the
Co-eds. As the result of a diligent search of the
archives, the editor of this magazine has

brought to light and put at our disposal a

One of the most controverted passages in
the encyclical of the late Pontiff, Pius XI,
Divini Ilius Magistri, ‘““On the Christian Education of Youth,” issued in December, 1929, was

letter, apparently composed by an anonymous
student while in the throes of fanatical frenzy.

that in which the Holy Father defined the

Its publication now, being only of an historical
interest can hardly cause any appreciable damage, and will ably illustrate our point. Its radical tone, and appeal for direct action is oddly

The following is quoted from the official English text of the encyclical:

reminiscent of the type of literature which
swept the country in the troublous post-war
days of the 1920’s. Written a full year after the
Women’s College had been established, the
missive was inspired by the writer’s distaste
when the co-eds began to share the same classrooms with men students, after being quartered
in the library for the first year:

tion is the so-called method of ‘co-education.’
This too, by many of its supporters is founded
upon naturalism and the denial of origina] sin;
but by all, upon a deplorable confusion of ideas
that mistakes a leveling promiscuity and
equality, for the legitimate association of the
sexes. The Creator has ordained and disposed
perfect union of the sexes only in matrimony,
and, with varying degrees of contact, in the
family and society. Besides, there is not in

September 25, 1936.
To the Editor:
“Among the innovations to which we are
now attempting somewhat futilely to become
acclimated is the presence of females in our
classes. The majority of sentiment, to be sure,
is of the defeatist nature, but we feel that a
campaign for immediate and unconditional return to the traditional masculine regime of

individuality is highly imperative. It is with a
genuine feeling of resentment that we protest
this shameless disregard of precedent.
“The invasion of women into our classes is

tending to set in motion a powerful set of factors which can only result in depreciation of
scholarship. For instance, how can one concentrate on psychology when plainly visible in the
attitude of adjacent co-eds is the determination
to ‘make’ the prof instead of the course? And
when the geology prof shocks our risibilities
with the statement that the air is rock, what

more jarring note could occur than the high
falsetto giggle of a superannuated spinster?
“To think of continuing under such a scheme
of things is madness. The age of Chivalry is
dead. Loyalists must rally around the reactionary standard. Down with co-education!”
*

*

*

In this age of enlightenment, Year Four, After
Co-Education, we can find only amusement in
the above, and would ascribe its source to a
narrow-minded maladjust, afflicted with
delusions of grandeur, persecution-complex,
being an anarchronism in progressive modern

position of the Church on our present subject.

“False also and harmful to Christian educa-

nature itself, which fashions the two quite different in organism, in temperament, in abilities,
anything to suggest that there can be or ought
to be promiscuity, and much less equality, in
the training of the two sexes. These, in keeping
with the wonderful designs of the Creator, are
destined to complement each other in the

family and in society, precisely because of their
differences which therefore ought to be maintained and encouraged during their years of
formation, with the necessary distinction and
corresponding separation, according to age and
circumstances. These principles, with due regard to time and place, must, in accordance
with Christian prudence, be applied to all
schools, particularly in the most delicate and
decisive period of formation, that, namely, of
adolescence;...”
The first reaction is that we are all living
in iniquity. The next, is that there is something
wrong somewhere. Mr. Heywood Broun, writing in the Nation, a month after the encyclical
was published, reacted violently against the
absolute implications of the document, and proceeded to say some very unkind and highly

unjustifiable things about the Holy Father.
All of which could have been avoided, had
Broun known that encyclicals require interpretation by competent authority, since a general
principle stated dogmatically is often applied

variously in particular situations, without sacrifice of essentials. The co-educational venture of
the University of Dayton is a case in point,
since it was desirable and expedient for adapting facilities to the circumstances and educa-

tional needs of the community.

society, and an over-ripe candidate for the
psychopathic ward. However, a similarly harsh

disposition can hardly be made of the dicta
of moral and philosophical authority.
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Some of the die-hards would not only frown
upon co-education from colleges down, but
would exclude women from any formal educa-

tion whatsoever. Conciously or unconsciously,

only

they are disciples of *Schopenhauer. While he
does not treat of co-education explicitly, the
German philosopher presents a_ doctrine,
which in effect would not only rule out coeducation, but would deny the weaker sex all
pursuit of learning. ‘‘Women,” he declares in
the course of a caustic dissection of the female
character in general, “are incapable of taking
a purely objective interest in anything.”

women should be taught only by women, and

The_ strict-constructionist’s approach

to

should

there

be

no

co-education,

but

men only by men. Yet he defines his position
as in the center, while humorously summing up
the situation: ‘‘Formerly our educational sys-

tem was only for boys; girls were then admitted; the system meant for boys did not suit
the girls; it was changed somewhat (softened)
so that now it is not much good for the boys,
since it has been changed, and not much good
for the girls, because it has not been changed
enough!!” (Exclamation points are ours. That,
according to a certain philosophy professor, is
not a thought but a pun.)

a

solution of the problems of mankind, whether
based on the letter of a papal bull, or the
morbid outlook of Schopenhauer, has its principal fallacy in making of itself an end, rather

Much has been said on both sides of the

than a means to an end. Ethical thinkers and

matter. With the University, we stand in the
affirmative camp. Many of the advantages of
co-education are self-evident. Its contribution to
the betterment of society is clearly indicated by

men of action are often at odds with each
other. It is to be hoped that there will be more

examples of their meeting half-way in the deplorable gulf between their particular fields.

statistics on co-educational marriage, published
by Dr. Paul Popenoe, director of the Los Angeles Institute of Family Relations: the general

An exhaustive treatment of the pros and
cons of the co-educational system in general,
defying the capacity of the present writer,

divorce ratio in America is one for every six
marriages; the average for the co-educated is
one divorce in seventy-five marriages. Such a
figure upholds the view that youth has a
measurable better chance for a stable union if
formed to respect each other as serious reasoning entities, even by academic test, that if they
are formed to have no philosophy about each

would command only academic interest here.
The fascination of the subject, if not already

evident, can be shown briefly in passing. We
learn, according to Father Paul Bussard, in
Commonweal**, that there is a “right, center,
and left’? in Catholic thought on the matter,
Father Bussard, commenting on a work by John
Erskine, “Influence of Women and Its Cure,”

other at all. But try to reconcile that with

heartily endorses that author’s notion that, not

Schopenhauer!
*Essays in Pessimism “Of Women.”
**May 22, 19386.

A SPRING DELIGHT
A dimple toucheda silver tinkle
On the lyre of my heart;
Starlike, shot a crystal twinkle
Into dawning of my soul;

Blew a dainty periwinkle
In a garden for my sense.

*Twas not an earthly fay’s.
*"Twas my Lady, Queen of May’s.

—PAUL ELSNER.
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Monastery Modern
® By Clarence Wilkins

(FOREWORD:

Two preceding articles under

this title have been presenting the ideas and
words of Father Anthony Elsener, author of a
recent best seller, Monastery Modern. Our contributor has been fortunate enough, since his last
article, to interview Father Anthony in person.
The following is the result written out, as far
as was possible, in the very words of the new
author.)

True practicality presupposes true love; and
I faintly recollect having quoted Lacordaire to

you last time as saying that “there are not two
kinds of love, there is only one. The heavenly

love is the same feeling as the earthly one; only
its object is infinite.’ Concluding, then, this

little argument, and keeping the example of
the preceding paragraph, let me say in the apt

words of one who has seen this problem before
I did, that “In a word, young people who wish
} PROMISED you last month that I would try
to be more interesting than I have been,
and that I would give you more substantial

to marry must seek first the Kingdom of
Heaven. This statement may draw a smile from
modern materialistic sociologists, but it is

proof that love is practical. I know that I can

soundly scientific for all that.’”’ And those words
are undoubtedly based upon these from the

keep my second promise, but I am beginning

to doubt if I can keep the first because the
pleasant and profitable sensation of interest

tocsin-sounding “‘Casti Connubii” of Pius XI—

depends, in part, at least, on your characters.

husband and wife cannot, strengthened by the
grace of God, faithfully fulfill their duties...”
Our writer continues: ‘Faith in God, reliance
upon His providence, estimation of one’s proper
state in life as of more importance than its

In other words, you must already be interested
in being practical!
Now, lest you laugh me completely out of
hearing when I suggest that moderns be practical, and lest you counter that I said last time
moderns were too practical, I had better explain the true meaning of “practical” by repeating that the moderns—among whom we
aspire to number ourselves—are too practical!
Yes, too practical; what they should be is just
plain practical. This is expressing in homely
language something that a superficial age

seldom considers, and consequently, seldom
practices.
But I proposed to show how it is love, true
love that makes for real practicality in life, a
real golden mean. Now, I am not saying, for
example, that a young married couple can live

upon love alone. If it depended upon that alone
the two might never have married; they would
be too practical. Before they repeat the mutual

“There is no possible circumstance in which

material conditions—these are not mere
phrases or shadowy ideals; they are workable
realities, and any number of couples have put
them successfully to work.”
To some readers of these articles entitled
Monastery Modern it may seen that my ideas
are rather rambling and that my style goes
through the same physical antics, that I give too
much space to unessential points. To these I
make bold to answer that my ideas are not
incoherent, that they are on the contrary, very
compact, unified. May I offer my outline: The
aim (I have in view) is to show that the best

kind of apostolate is to live an exemplary
Catholic life in society. The means to this end
is to make the fundamental ideas of Catholic
social morality and of Catholic Action familiar
to the college undergraduate.

“T do,” they want to be certain that he can
have five or six suits a year, an up-to-date car,
his drinks, his tobacco; and she must be assured
of an expensive ward-robe, plenty of entertainment. They must both have a well-furnished

“But how,’’ you say, “‘does this mention of
apostolate fit in? Aren’t you jumping at conclusions?”’ Not I, but you are jumping at conclusions. You may not have noticed the idea

house or apartment, they must be able to count

“apostolate” before because it is, as you can

on dances, concerts, and a dozen similar things

before they bring their lengthening engagement

note by a second glance, part of the end proposed and I have so far been developing the

to an end. And all too frequently they do—but

means. However, you should have gotten some

not in a marriage! They are being too practical.

ideas of apostolicity from my last article where
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I emphasized the part that Catholic college
students are to play in Catholic Action. Let me
add a few more ideas on this point.

You are all apostles. Perhaps I should say
“we: that would be nearer the truth since I
am really one of you in spirit. If you are not
a priest, you have not received the command
to preach, but if you are a Catholic you must
consume yourself in the labors of the apostolate. Every convert in the early Church considered himself obliged to give to others the
“tidings of great joy’ that had been given
gratuitously to him. Times have changed but
not this moral obligation; nay, it has rather
become graver since Christianity must now even
fight with its life-giving truths against a militant and almost ubiquitous atheism and indifferentism. Incidentally, I called atheism almost
ubiquitous,—imagine having to call oneself a

Catholic Atheist! Every Catholic, therefore, is
to do his part in popularizing his ideal. I will

give a description of that ideal later.
How are you to carry on this happy activity.
I will give you two classes of means; the first
could be termed spiritual and essential, and the

second, material and proper. This first class
will include the promised description of your

ideal, that “Unknown God which you worship
without knowing it.”

Spiritual and essential: this must be a motive
force, a force so inspiring that numberless

young men and young women of the laity will
be eager to sacrifice time and opportunity to
work rather as apostles than in lines of personal profit. That is the kind of an ideal or
idea that the Communists have set up for themselves; they are inflamed by it. In a few years
they gain millions of followers for themselves,
and each is burning with that characteristic
zeal for more converts: ‘Comrade—.” And

what of us? What is our ideal?
What is our ideal? It is an ideal that surpasses in beauty and in practicability and in
motivation to action any possible ideal of the
Communist, Fascist, or Nazist, and—I dare say
it,—it surpasses even the dynamic motivation
that can be derived from the ideal of the Mystical Body of Christ! How? Read on.

Jesus has returned to heaven; how then does
He carry on that program? Through His Mysti-

cal Body on earth, that wonderful and real
union by which we are all members of one
another and of that Body of which Jesus
Christ is the Head. But—and now we see the

Doctrine of the Mystical Body completed—just
as Jesus chose to save mankind only by becoming through His human Body the Son of Mary,
just so His Mystical Body must become again
the Son of Mary to save mankind. Indeed, it is.

already the child of Mary whether it knows
it or not. It was promised in Paradise, it was
conceived at the Annunciation, brought forth at
the Nativity, solemnly proclaimed on Calvary,
and at last revealed for the world’s enthusiastic

reception on Pentecost. When Christ spoke
from His empurpled throne of the Cross,
“Woman, behold thy son. Son, behold thy
Mother,’”’ He was saying: Woman, of whom My
Father spoke in Eden, behold him who will
take My place as son beside you. He represents
the millions who will be as another Christ for
you. These will care for your wants as I did.
But what did Mary want? Her hunger and
thirst were the same as the hunger and agonized “I thirst”? of her Son; they were for souls.
Thus by becoming more and more a child of
Mary one works more and more to save mankind.

This is our ideal. It is not new as is evident
from its very nature. But it is unfortunately
little known. It is necessary, for it supplies the
inspiration needed for the intensely active

apostolate required of our generation. And it
is practical: a religious order has based itself
upon it, Sodalities—not “mere pious gatherings’ —have adopted it, and it will be adopted
by similar associations of both adults and youths
in the near future. It has a name, Filial Piety:
it has a motto, Per Matrem ad Filium, Through
the Mother to the Son. It is not a mere slogan;
it is, as the preceding paragraphs have shown,
a real program of action!
That suggests our second class of means to
obtain our end: material and proper. This
means, of course, the organization and method

of procedure so insistently recommended by
Pope Pius XI for bodies proposing the active
apostolate as their end. These are, of course,
but the logical conclusion, the inevitable conclusion, that must come into existence for those

Our ideal is Jesus, Son of Mary! Our ideal is
Jesus who became the Son of Mary for only

who study and practice the premises, “the
spiritual means.” These are commonly known

one purpose, the salvation of mankind. But

as Catholic Action organizations.
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I must remark here that in this limited space
I cannot adequately treat of a subject that is
supposedly so well known, the history and char-

acter of modern ‘Catholic Action” organizations. Suffice it to say that most of them mis-

e) Finally, the University holds a “key-position” in the national organization of C. A.: it
forms the group most easy to influence quickly;
it has so many and such necessary relations

with every other aspect of the national Cath-

interpret Catholic Action (this statement I can
substantiate), that they often lose sight of their

olic life that once solidly organized it will be
an example and instrument for extending this

original aim, that often they are even hostile
to each other, that certainly, especially in the

form of organization to all other groups.

United States, they are disastrously disunited.

Good examples of such groups are rare, but
fortunately they are finally materializing. In
this country we have the I. C. S. U. (International Christian Students Union) of Villanova,
an outstanding example of recent birth. The
N. F. C. C. S. (National Federation of Catholic
College Students) proposes to unite—not to
replace—all the Catholic Student organizations
of this country. This likewise is of rather recent
origin and merits to continue in the promising
success it has had. Pax Romana, of which we
have heard much recently, came into existence
before the election of the Pope of Catholic
Action, Pius XI. It proposes and has carried out
the union of national Catholic federations of
University associations; however, it has not as
yet made many affiliations in the United States.

I wish to treat one special aspect of possible
Catholic Action in America, an aspect that was
touched upon last month. It is this: that upon
the shoulders of the University Catholic Stu-

dent. rests the future development of real
Catholic Action! Let me present the reasons.

In a discourse to the University Catholic
Action of Italy, December 22, 1935, our lamented Pope Pius XI said:
“University men and women are certainly
not on the borders (of Catholic Action), as
someone unhappily expressed it recently, but
hold a place which is, in a certain sense, the
first, and has always been so called by the
Pope; just as, to adopt an image from military
life, it is the Military Academy (West Point” in

America) which holds first place in the army
because it is from it that good leaders, good
officers; and a good General Staff must be pro-

An illustrious Cardinal has named Pax Romana
as the last hope of Catholic international action.
And from Cardinal Pizzardo, prominent in
C. A., we have these words addressed recently
to Edward Kirchner (an American), interna-

vided. From among the University men and

tional president of Pax Romana. His Eminence
was referring to the present preparation for

women therefore, the Holy Father is waiting

the August-September holding of Pax Romana’s

for a good General Staff for Catholic Action.”

XVIII International Congress at the Catholic
University of Washington and at Fordham.

We may analyze and develop this authoritative enunciation into the following reasons:
University C. A. has the “first place’? because
it supplies the leaders—
a) In Catholic Action itself;

“An important part of this prepartion,
must be the studying of the central theme of
the Congress: ‘The University and Catholic
Action,’ inquiring not only into the theory and
doctrine of Catholic Action, but also into the

best methods of putting it into practice. In this
b) In Catholic activities outside Catholic Action proper (“Catholic Temporal Action,”’ and
the spiritual “Auxiliaries to Catholic Action’’) ;

c) In the Spiritual Direction of Catholic Ac-

way the reunion of the Federations of Catholic
Students will not be a purely academic affair,
but will have practical results in the better
development of Catholic Action in University
life.

tion by the clergy;
d) The University must supply the intellectual leadership to C. A. if the latter is to func-

“On various occasions the Holy Father (Pius
XI) has manifested his paternal solicitude for
the University students of Catholic Action, ‘who

(It was emphasized in the

hold a place near to his heart’, since they ‘rep-

February issue that C. A. is hard to understand.)

resent today the world of study, tomorrow the
world of leaders’ and for this reason ‘Divine

tion properly.
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Providence has reserved for the Youth of the
Universities an important part in the modern
apostolate.’

man? Shall we stamp ourselves as the usual
Catholic

college,

blandly

self-satisfied,

in-

dolent? Shall we be shamed by the numerous
Catholic leaders that come from such Atheistic

“No one can ignore the importance which
the formation of Catholic University students

and Communistic centers as Columbia and the

in the spirit of Catholic Action has for the

the swim of things? Shall we be real representatives of a Catholic university, that is, shall
we be Apostles, because we are Catholics? Or

future welfare of the Church and for the good
of Society.”

University of New York? Or shall we keep in

shall we reveal that our placid amiability is
The world is reeling about us, it is headed
towards chaos; but we are in it. Shall we let
ourselves be swept along to ruin without making one effort to save ourselves or our fellow-

really nothing but flabbiness of character?
“Lord, that we may see; that we may see that
we can do all things in Him who strengthens
us.

9

MY MISTAKE
Yes, your beauty takes my heart.
A prize it would take any day,
But more I love its counterpart
And that is simply you, my Kay.
You’re good and true and all that’s fine—
Your virtues have no faults to weigh.
On top of all this, you are mine.
I cannot wait until the day.
The day I speak of will come true—
Do not doubt my honest word—
*Twill be the day I’ll wed with you.
And now my story has been heard.

I hope you will forgive me, Kay
For now the pen in ink is dipped.
I did not mean what I did say—

The pen—oh gosh! The words—they slipped!
—WILBUR J. SMOLKA.
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We Are The Pioneers
® By Alma C. Braun

The first class of girls will graduate on
June 4. Not all that started four years
ago are here to graduate. Those that
survived the strain of four years are
considered in this article by one of the
Exponent staff. Do you recognize them?

SG O we are seniors now! That is what a group
of women students said last September
when for the first time it dawned on them that

this year was to mark for them the last to be
spent as students of the University of Dayton.
In a sense this group was unique, for as such
they were the first to register as full time students on this campus. They broke the tradition
of the tie-less days of the past when a woman
on the campus was “somebody’s mother,” and
the word co-ed was just a word and nothing
else. And what is more, the women pioneers of
U. D. did a good job of breaking the tradition.
Timid-souled were we! In those days, some
four years ago, we were segregated from the
mass and placed in the safe corridors of Albert

Emanuel library. To walk the halls of St. Mary
was a feat for the not-so-wise, and such conduct
was frowned upon. As a matter of fact, we ourselves were quite satisfied with our “situation”
and were not long lonesome. When we failed
to trespass the grounds forbidden, the men of
Dayton took on an air of intellectual pursuit.
(Remember, Miss O’Brien, the days and days
and days that brought you to the “reading

rooms” with a sshh on your lips and a quiet
sort of feminine grin on your usually smiling
face?) And Brother Library, saw to it that the
men at least had the possession of a book or
periodical—if not the impression of it. In short

with them Virginia Lehman. Virginia is now
at Ohio State. Jack Wick was aroundalot too.
These are the men we remember, and of course

there are others of that class, who gave us the
support we needed from the “‘hill.”
We were active students! The women organized a W. A. A., a glee club, and gave a num-

ber of teas and parties for the “‘menfolk’”’ of
the different classes. Phyllis Allen and Mildred
Bailey (now Mrs. Robert Kramer), Ruth
Buchanan, Jean Davis (Mrs. Charles Harwood), and Lillian Sheeran are now among the
absentees who helped make each of our social
functions more enjoyable. Jean was a humorous
soul who saw something funny if not something
nice in everything. Then there was Dorothy
Theis who was co-editor of a column in the
News. That was the first ever written by a
woman student. We called it ‘Down in the Valley.”” Dave Kersting began to ‘‘answer” us in

‘“‘Hilltopics.”” Then he tumbled for Marijane and
told us so by calling her (in bold type, mind
you) ‘“angelic.’”’ Vivian Hillman, who has a
craze for newspaper work, added her talent to

other contributors to the Exponent. Isabelle
Eck, who left our ranks to join those of Jimmie
Richie, also saw her name beneath feature
articles in the U. D. News.

Perhaps you remember the others! There
were Rosemary Eggleston, a carefree individual

with laughter for every moment, and Helen
Guy, who had a shy way but very firm will.

Jim Holstein, a letter man of the first water,
come all the way from the east to argue with
us, and Chrissoula, on the serious question then

Mary Hester, Olivia Hoefler, Margaret Schumacher, and Ruth Templeton were among those
who joined us for a year and then left for other
fields more to their liking. Virginia Lehman
and Monda Hott were perhaps the most soughtafter girls in the group. Monda was the first
Pershing Rifle’s sponsor. There were two others
who gave up college work rather early in the
year—Anne O’Brien and Dorothy Eiche. All of
these women held a unique place in the first

in vogue, “Is the woman’s place in the home?”
No one of us ever came to a verbal agreement,

class of women students. They supplied the
humor and sophistication that made that first

but Sue now has a home. She is sharing it with
a WHIO man, a Mr. John L. Hodgkinson. And

year so enjoyable and so protritable. The class
has dwindled, having lost delightful personalities, but having retained in each of the

the library was quite a busy place on the
campus!

Jim used to sit by the hour talking to our Dean
on business—that year he was class president—

seniors something essentially different, some-

until the women came from French bringing

thing distinctly worthwhile.
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You know us! There are “Fiele,” the wit of

contemplation the next. Florence Siegle, who

the class, “Steck,” the staunch friend. These
make up a happy combination, for their per-

once left our forces for a larger field, recently
returned to our Dayton campus. In physique,
Florence is like a slim elm. Possessing those

sonalities “click”? and never “cross swords.”
Eileen displays a humor that demands an audience. In this latter capacity Virginia becomes

the “good listener.” Both possess a womanliness
that none can resist admiring. Into this picture
walk Judy and Isabel. It has often been said
that Judy can temper the atmosphere, for the
‘cute’? one of the class is either bubbling over
with enthusiasm or in the lowest pitch of de-

pression. Where Judy is there is never monotony. Isabel is on the other side of the fence of
personalities. A subtle humorist, Isabel adds
that necessary touch to a woman’s society that
adds variety.
Mary Graziano! Here is a woman who once
known will never be forgotten. Mary is a happy

person—charming, pretty, and gay, a friend to
all and loved by as many. Seen with Mary is
Grace who exemplifies the substantial type of
woman who discovers early in life that a quiet
pursuit will clear many a burdensome pathway.
Dependable, is the word.
Walking through the corridors of St. Mary
Hall, one is very likely to get a glimpse of another senior who is usually too busy to be
idling in the lounge. This woman, Jeanette

characteristics that make up a strong “neversay-die” personality, Florence is like the same
tree,—no amount of outer forces can sway it so
far that it loses its appearance of straightforwardness. Florence has a sense of humor
that could even force a laugh from an Englishman. Marijane Spitler, the intensive worker,
outstanding for her keen memory and blond
hair, has walked intellectual circles around all
of us, leaving us a bit dazed at the vigor with
which she attacks her work. These and your
author constitute the ‘“‘charter members” of the
College of Women.

We are pioneers! We have passed our probation period successfully and now face a very
serious, and somewhat sad commencement.
What lies ahead of us? Undoubtedly an average
life in home building is the answer for most.
The happiness and grief that play their roles
successfully through the generations will not
pass by without touching every one of us. We

have this consolation: for four years we have

battled with life on a friendly field, with men
and women who have given us weapons with
which to fight; we have been taught how to use

them, and when and where. Stamped on us,
and

hinged

to

our

personalities

are

these

Koverman, is a business-like individual, capable

weapons,—faith in God and in ourselves, hope

of more than average intelligence, and who,

for our happiness and charity for our fellowmen. To those who follow our pathway, we

like others of her sex runs the gamut of emotions from one day to the next. You see her
heartily laughing one moment and in moody

leave the University of Dayton, its faculty and
students and the tradition of its alumnae.

HIS GARMENT’S HEM
“His garment’s hem should I but touch,
I shall be cured!”’

Ah, were my trust in Jesus such,
I too might feel myself assured.
My trust in Jesus! Ah, increase,
Increase my trust!
Permit not ever I should cease

To hope and pray though I am dust.
Ah, dust am I!—-yet could I kiss
His garment’s hem,

Such joy must come to me as this
Poor dust no more may be the same.
—AMBROSE NAKAO.
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Karl Schreiber

That “Forgotten”
Constitution
All’s Well That Ends -- While announcing in its issue of April 21
that a constitution for a Student Council had
been presented to the University of Dayton

administration ‘‘for approval,” the U. D. News
cockily anticipated the sanction, and breezily
asserted that a general student ballot would
be held, and the council members chosen. By
this presumptuous action, the News gave the

last required element to a gigantic build-up,
which appears to be taking more and more the
complexion of a devastating let-down, since it
is now mid-May, the term is well-nigh over, and
nothing has been heard of the infamous document since it crossed the administrative threshold.
Thus does history repeat itself, and the
EXPONENT, vindicated in its prediction of last
November, cannot refrain from exacting its
pound of flesh; to gloat over the discomfiture
of the radicals. As the News did not see fit to
publish the proceedings of the Planning Com-

mittee which prepared the fore-doomed constitution, and since a knowledge of those proceedings is an indispensable key toward solving the
apparently unreasonable but in reality most

sage policy of the administration in effecting
a “pocket-veto” of the constitution, the EXPONENT will today provide an inkling of them

so as to render valuable testimony by which
future student
profit:

government

movements

may

The Planning Committee was overwhelmingly dominated by the News ring-leaders and
sympathizers; the draft of the constitution presented by the moderate minority, was however
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Don Coan
Alma Braun

adopted almost in entirety. The fatal mistake
was made when the News, balking at any
specific mention of authority, struck out provisions for administrative membership on the
projected council in the form of a “faculty committee’”’ to render advisory service. The constitution, as presented, was clearly and unmistakably designed to give absolute and sweeping
powers of the Student Council.
Such demands were prohibitive. To accede
to them would have been folly. The News,
throughout the year has ignored the administration. Now justice is done as the administration ignores the News and its pitiful constitution. Score: Nothing to Nothing: no hits, no
runs, ONE GLARING ERROR.

Looking back at college
Que-Sais-Je - -?
And so to our last editorial. It shall be short,
and we hope, to the point.
Commencement: the skirmish is over, the
battle is pitched.
What DOI know? The Skeptic hedges: fundamentals too recently acquired, and as yet
not fully digested, an aesthetic distance still
undeveloped, makes perspective difficult.
Where do we go from here? Destination unknown, but the going unavoidable. Regrets?
Some—no doubt.

Respite: to a mute much-mangled typewriter
ribbon.
Recipe: three pipefulls per paragraph.
Carry on, Ernie!

r-

The Second Ordeal
® By Ambrose Nakao

The writer has been one of the most
faithful contributors to the Exponent
during his stay at U. D. Now he is
going back home and we are happy to
know that he is leaving us with a smile.

W: were terrible fighters, my brother and
I. But I have been away from him, now
fully four years. Yes, four years. But they have
passed, and the time has come when I shall see
him again. Shall we renew our ancient feuds?
Undoubtedly we shall. ’Tis a pleasant prospect.
There was something unique about our manner of conducting hostilities that deserves recording. We never resorted to physical violence
—fortunately for me. I would shout at him,
“Fool!’”’ He would shout back at me, ‘‘Fool!”’
I: “Fool!” He: “Fool!” Etc., etc. While exchanging these lusty compliments, exceptional
for their sincerity, we would slowly move apart,
he towards one door and J towards another,
but all the time facing each other, and never
for an instant slackening in our antiphonal
abuse. It must have been agreed between us by
some sort of fraternal convention that he who
was last called fool assumed all the implica-

tions of that ignominious title. To escape this
disgrace, there was but one thing to be done—
to shout ‘“‘Fool!’”’ at the other, and slam the
door shut before the branded party had had
time to retort. However this strategem became
quite beyond human feasibility after we dis-

covered that the only way to avoid being called
fool last was for both of us to vociferate the
opprobrious title simultaneously. Result: Pandemonium and timely maternal intervention.
Such are the memories of four years ago.
Yet a few more weeks, and I shall see my
brother again—him whom I have so fondly

tached a heavy wooden bucket that fetches
sparkling water from the mysterious depths of
the earth. You never see the two buckets together. When the one is up, the other is down.

So it is with America and Japan—with Japan
and America. I shall never see them together.
I shall never see my brother and my American
friends together—not because the human heart
is too small, but because the world is too small

to do conveniently without boundaries.
I was determined to leave America with a
smile. But recently I have changed my mind.
I am now determined to leave it with a laugh.
Not with the inane laugh of a madman, laughing as he murders his friend. Not with the
hoarse laugh of a despairing soul, laughing as

he hurls himself from the precipice.

No, my

laugh must be the philosophic laugh of a man
who laughs at the remembered follies of his
boyhood. There is neither shame, regret, nor
cynicism in his laugh. Contentment and approval are the only notes that ring in it. And,
is the boy a fool to play truant to rob birds’
nests? (Perhaps not.) Is the boy a fool to fight

a bully with assurance of no other compensation than much physical damage? (Perhaps
not.) Is the boy a fool to bestow all his pure

affection on a whining, mangy pup that comes
tottering to his door on a rainy day? (Perhaps
not.) The man remembers those “follies”; he

laughs, but his laugh ripples with irrepressible
satisfaction. Am I a fool to have come to
America for the love of an idea—an ideal?
(Perhaps not.) Am I a fool to have anchored
my heart in a nation whose soil must forever
be foreign? (Perhaps not.) I contemplate my
follies , and I feel both proud and glad of them.
I laugh, and in my laugh rings one note—
contentment.
I love America because of its associations. I

and so thoroughly abused.

love it because of the associates with whom it

Have you ever been in the country? If you
have, you surely recall the old mossy well in
a secluded corner of the apple orchard. A pully

has provided me. A few weeks more, and these
associates shall have become asociations. But
the thought cannot introduce a note that should
clash with my hymn of contentment and satis-

is fixed above the well, and a rope is swung

faction. I am determined to leave America

over the wheel. At each end of the rope is at-

with a smile, with a laugh.
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By the way, the title of my essay has still to
be explained. (It’s a clever title, isn’t it? though

it does begin with the definite article.) ‘‘The
Second Ordeal’’—seeing that, the reader’s
curiosity is immediately piqued, and he asks:
“Well, I shall probably find out what the

second ordeal is by reading the essay, but
how shall I ever find out what the first one
is?” Dear reader, let me elucidate. In the life
of every man, there come two ordeals—loving
and leaving. The agony of the second is in
direct proportion to the ecstacy of the first.

Working My Way Through College
® By Margaret Jergens

This article is just a low-down on what
some students have to do to get through
college, and it will prove very interesting
and enlightening.

fel AVE you ever wanted anything so very
much that you could almost taste it?
And then, have you ever been willing to sacrifice many other desires in order to attain this
one goal toward which you had centered your
life? Well, this was about my situation during
my high school career. Of all the possessions
which I had classed as the most valuable, a
college education was the foremost. The work
which I desired to enter as the professional
field demanded college training. Therefore, it
was absolutely imperative that I find a way
of obtaining it. As luck would have it, a university of considerable repute, co-educational at

that, was in existence in my own home town.
Without this any opportunity of pursuing college work was out of the question.
When once it had been definitely established

that it would be possible for me to be present
in the ranks of new students on registration day,
I thought the major portion of my troubles had
ended. But quite the contrary situation soon
became evident. This first semester of college
life was spent in the free and easy manner of
the typical (?) collegian, without having to
give a thought to anything outside of study and
the daily preparation of assignments. The
second semester turned tables on me and I had

to apply some expert juggling of daylight (and
night, too) hours to include everything which
was required of me on the daily program. If

At any rate, during this semester I succeeded

in acquiring an air of independence (financial)
in an amateurish sort of way. Perhaps I was in
the process of readjustment of a new situation
and was searching for the correct behavior
pattern, but it was some time before I hit upon

the best plan of action. With my hopes flying
high I breezed into other plans for the future.
My aim had now become to find a way in

which I could strengthen my power of earning.
I did not want to be a burden upon my parents.
In my mind, this was the only honorable thing
to do. Not only did I want to support myself in
the true sense of the word, but I also wanted
to work my way through college. I did not want
to have a halt in the consecutive years of training, therefore it was requisite that I work at
the same time while I was attending classes at
the university. Consequently, I took and passed
(surprise) an entrance examination for junior
library assistants. Now don’t flee in terror;
library service doesn’t stunt the growth of an

individual either physically or mentally. The
common conception of these persons, I know,
is usually—well—you can say it better than I.
On the contrary they are really very human
and intelligent. ’m not patting myself on the
shoulder because I do not deserve any compliments of this, or any, sort. My purpose is merely
to clear up some prevalent erroneous ideas.

While spending six weeks of the past summer attending classes of the training school
conducted at the Dayton Public Library, I was
inducted into the highly systemetized processes

of library procedure. Our class work consisted
of two one and one-half hour periods each

ever I thought I was mistaken, I hadastill

morning, with the afternoons devoted to working out the enormous assignments dealt out by

more strenuous position with which to cope.

the “‘teacher-librarians.”’
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Circulation procedures, Dewey decimal classi-

fication, catalog filing, use of the catalog,

When that trying and baffling question of
whether I could go back to school had again

periodicals were all the courses included. We

been settled I proceeded to enjoy the same
financial position as the previous semester.

won’t dwell upon this topic any longer because
confidentially I found myself bored on more

Not until the opening month of the second
semester did I go to work at the library work

than one occasion. I think it was the heat (?).
Certainly it could not have been my frame-ofmind. Sounds like a bad case of “grumps,”
doesn’t it?

which was now scheduled in larger doses. At
this time my working hours were increased to
thirty per week and my school hours came
down to seventeen. Can you understand why it
is a deplorable state of affairs when I allow

The most interesting part of training which I
actually found to my liking was learning to
operate the switch-board. I had always been
intrigued by the swift accuracy of such oper-

just one “‘teeny-weeny” assignment to slip by
undone. I have a rather difficult thing on my
hands to catch up. This hasn’t happened often,
thank goodness. Examination week has me
frightened “stiff.” Here’s hoping I.can adjust

reference, children’s books, adult’s books, and

ators and naturally desired to be like them.
After I had sufficiently conquered my fears
of the intangibility of the board and could
approach it without making fifty million blunders, I was graduated from this training. Now
when I am scheduled at this type of work I
find it most enjoyable. I can use the typical
classical robot-like expressions of the operator
just as well as can be expected, considering

the material with which my instructors had to
work. But this is digressing too far from the
topic. Nevertheless at the completion of training work we had August off as a well-earned
vacation. June and July remain in my memory
as a sort of unpleasant nightmare.

the schedule to fit everything in. Perhaps these
are unwarranted fears but I am still wary just
the same.

As I see it now I shall have to continue this
plan in order to finish school with the class of
’41. This is my ambition and I shall attain it
at any cost or sacrifice. Do not think I am a

“silly child” for trying to do this with my
limited mental equipment but rather, just remember me as one tiny cog in the great wheel
which constitutes collegians who are ‘‘working

their way through college.”

I, PRIDE
My soul is not like ocean cold,
Where Proteus, throned in watery deeps,

Searce feels the storm-whipped currents rolled
And known by merely surface heaps.
But like the metallurgist’s mold,—
Whose liquid heart partakes of fire,
Whose clayey form’s unchanged and cold,—
So mine conceals a wild desire.
Or, I am like volcano dread,
Whose pleasant sides bear ev’ry grace;
But where steel’s heart is molten, red,
Boils o’er, destroys like hell’s embrace.
But prudent men do not abide,
Nor grace my pleasant sides in fear.

And so the flaming burst of pride
Myself alone, not them, doth sear.

—CLARENCE WILKINS.
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Some Stock In Tails
@ By James M. Darby

Hobbies are strange things and here is
a writer who has as a hobby the study
of canine appendages. If you do not like
this hobby, remember there is no use disputing about tastes.

M.«

very early years were multitudinously
spent and the hobbies that packed them
were, indeed, like the subjects of poetry, “as
broad and varied as life itself.”’ Peculiarly
enough, though, oddity and not variety must

be labeled my pastimes’ salient trait.

The

hobby herein treated has to do with tails, more
specifically domestic animals’ tails, and yet
more specifically dogs’ tails. To my mind these

final touches in the canine anatomy stick nicely
into five classes or types. This division I have
never as yet heard questioned.
Type one, which ranges from one-half to
one foot longitudinally, was best filed away in
my youthful memory as the “spike” tail. Any
argument to the contrary
notwithstanding, this label

persists. Just how I pitched
upon it is easily enough ex-

WY

aN WyOe posed, but first of all see

Weeatis
Rhve
ore :

figure 1. In front of the
home of my childhood
ig.
stretched a neat, velvety
lawn fringed on three sides with thick, low-cut
hedge and it was from behind this rampart I
formed my convictions that culminated in type
one. The neighbors to the left owned a mongrel
whose main delight consisted in posting back
and forth along the hedge. From my point of
vantage all I ever saw was his tail. Ah! A rare
species of the serpentine family, I thought;

“The Strutter,” perhaps. But no, there walked
a dog at the nether end, folks told me. A rather

humiliating enlightenment, but an important
one.
“Such a mistaken notion shall not recur,” my
young mind mused and, with that, tail studying

moved

into

prominence

on

my

_hobbinical

horizon. For the longest time, however, confusion was rampant. Dogs of every description
coursed back and forth wagging their ultiatums as though in contemning defiance of my
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categorical intent. Amidst the hubbub, the
“spike” brand alone marched on in ceaseless
order, as a long, unending funeral procession
across a crowded thoroughfare. Then, at last,
the poodle-dog tail loomed
up most obviously as a type,
(Gi. Big, 2). --For: many

troublesome days I doubted
whether poodle dogs had
any tails at all, fused as
they certainly are with their
surroundings. But, fortunate for me and for tail students on the whole,
I had the opportunity of special research work

in this matter. I had a dear old aunt and she
had a dear little poodle . . . During two long
evening visits to her house, I had occasion to
observe the mystifying pooch from every
imaginable angle and within the daring proximity of three feet. All, however, to no avail.
Finally, one Saturday morning I dropped in for

a surprise ‘‘Hello!’—directed, I do confess,
more to the poodle than anyone else. What was
my astonishment to see the little fella all soaped
down for his weekly. And—lo! and behold !—
a moment’s scrutiny revealed a scraggly, stumpy
bit of appendage dangling away right where it
belonged. Whence I concluded, philosophically,
“poodle dogs’ tails are best seen when wet.”

Whole years passed before type three could
be catalogued. In those days there hung around
our school yard a sleek-coated and very frisky
suggestion of a dog, which proved a favorite
with all the boys from its earliest appearance.
Of course, naming followed closely upon adoption and the resultant was, most appropriately,
“Pencil.’”’ No long explanations were necessary.
The dog was named, metaphorically, from his tail.

And, believe me, the connotation was perfect. (Cf.
Fig. 3). We were soon to
learn that even the dog
himself felt his tag quite

fitting.

One of the boys

farmed him out over the vacation months.
Uncle Joe didn’t mind because he knew what
we did not—that Pencil was a first rate rat
terrier. For three bloody months he never

tends toward the lion-tail
effect professedly but to-

missed his man. But what pleased us most,
though seemingly insignificant to him, was that

ward the hair-spread shav-

as each fresh victim sighed forth its final, the

ing brush effect actually.
(Cf. the Figures 3 and 4
for illustrations of the main
stem of these subdivisions.)

pooch swished his side with the point of his
pencil as though to record the catch. We city
lads had to take all this on faith until school
reopened and we could smuggle him into the
school cellar to find out for ourselves.

The possibility that these types are by no
means exhaustive is very likely, for many, many
are the summers since I last pondered them.

The remaining conglomeration of tails seem-

What’s more I admit this hobby has lost most

ed, as time went on, to just drop inevitably

of its former charm. Naturally, when I was
younger, I was also lower and tail gazing was
more along my line. Finally, I must make one
more pertinent confession. Peculiarly enough,
I have never read one dog story—not even
“Bob, Son of Battle’—in all my life and I
have never seen one photoplay featuring a
dog—such as, say, Rin Tin Tin. How to account
for this? Well, you see, I had my own dogdom
with its classifications and characteristics and

into two categories: the cigar-butt class which
include those butty either
per se of per accidens (for
I

hear the

style

of tail

stumping is returning) ;and
the furniture-duster class,
also conveniently subdividFig. +

ed

into those resulting

either from the Good Lord’s
own handiwork or from man’s fanciful slavery
to fashion. The

its absolute intolerance of anything tainted
with make believe. More than this would have
been superfluous.

latter of these subdivisions

(Illustrated by George Dresner)

ODE TO SPRING
Spring! O Spring!
When you come around you bring
Birds, and flowers, and everything.
Dear old Spring! Dear old Spring!
As the winter months go by,
Birdies from the South do fly;
And their young with them they bring
Just to be with you, dear Spring.
Scents of flowers everywhere
Seem to fill the spring-like air.
This affects me like a liquor—
Spring! Why can’t you get here quicker?
Trees put on their new spring buds,
People put on new spring duds.
Buds and duds all rhyme together—
Spring! Most wonderful of weather!

—MAUREEN MOYNAHAN.
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Letters Of Application
@ By Marijane Spitler

With economic conditions what they are
at present, with the college graduates
future still as vague as ectoplasm, the
world should welcome with open arms
any standard formula for position application. But whether you’re looking for
a job or a laugh, you'll find either or
both in this parting shot from one of
Dayton’s most versatile feminine es-

yet every letter in the book will begin with that

sayists.

appealing to the family. This is a fatal and too

T HE Senior issue of the Exponent—and my
senior year! Almost enough of a reason
to get out a pen and at least write something
in farewell—but if that wouldn’t be enough of
a reason, Brother T. kindly contributed the
rest. Having been taken unaware in an off
moment and having consented to write, it sud-

denly occurred to me that no one had specified
what to write. However, my usual charitable
nature (!) prompts me to devote this article
to helping my suffering contemporaries, the
seniors, with one of their more difficult, present
tasks—that art of writing letters of application.

My first advice to all who embark upon this
form of literary non-expression is to throw out

all the books you have on the subject and to
encamp yourself a safe distance away from all
members of the family. This will save a lot of
time right in the beginning, because eventually
you will end up by doing just that. The first
book you look at with examples of such letters
in it states, “‘salary is of no consideration.” You
consider that clause carefully; decide that
salary is of considerable consideration, but since
you do not know how to word that pertinent
fact you drop the matter altogether. Probably
the next thing you decide to eliminate is all the
‘“respectfullys.’”?’ Somehow those book examples
always sound like Charlie Chan conversations.

They do everything but tell you to sign yourself
a humble servant. You respectfully apply for a
job, respectfully submit references, respectfully
ask for an interview, and respectfully sign your
name. All this gives too obsequious a tone to

suit the ego in you and so you just drop that too.
Then the examples go on to tell how you enumerate your past experience; having none, that

objectionable pronoun and for the life of you,
you are not able to devise a different beginning.

The good books tell you not to type the letter
but to write it personally. After careful examination of your penmanship this brilliant sug-

gestion is also dispensed with—unless you cannot type either. In despair, you end up by
common mistake. Some one is bound to suggest
an opening theme like ‘‘Having long been an
ardent admirer of your plant, Mr. Z., I would
now like to offer my services to you.”’ Or else a

member of the feminine contingent will pipe
up ‘‘Now, let’s see. I went
wife’s brother. Why don’t
dear?” At that time you
company in high dudgeon to
letter.

to school with his
you mention that,
depart from their
work out your own

You really do quite well. By just deleting all
objectionable phrases from a stereotyped example letter you end up with something which

reads like this:
Dear Sir:
This June, I am graduating from the Univer.
sity of Dayton. I would like a position. My
degree is in science. Thank you.
Very truly yours,

X.
Now that is really a masterpiece of a letter
of application for employment. Any employer
will snatch you right up. Having read it over

several times you decide to drop the whole
project and go to see the people.personally.
If you really want an honest letter, telling
full details and to the point, I would suggest
the following:
(Please be ) Dear Sir:
To the best of my knowledge, I am gradu-

ating this June from the University of Dayton.
That is, I hope I am. If so fortunate, I will be
presented with a Bachelor of Science degree.

My grades have been none too high, but at

automatically drops out. You learned way back

least I got past. I wouldn’t exactly like to work

in high school never to start a letter with I and

in your plant, but the family says it is now time
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for me to support myself, so any cooperation
you can give along those lines will be duly
appreciated.

As for references, I do not know just what
to offer. The Dean does not approve so highly
of me and some of my teachers might even be

(or my parents) as to regards my undoubted
ability, intelligence and adaptability. I would

like a recompension of about $200 a month,
but if you can manage $10 a week—O.K. However, I will not consider a cent under $5 a week.
Hopefully,

inclined to de-recommend me. So you better not
write to them. I suggest that you take my word

TO FATHER ON MOTHER'S DAY
Dear Dad, if all I had on earth were you,
My love could not be greater nor more true,
For with my mother’s flight to God’s own home
It has a double strength received.
In you I see the two who had been one
In faith, in hope, in love for this one son;
And now in you with all my burning heart
I love my mother and my dad.

—JOSEPH RICHARDS.

YOU CAN’T LOSE
on Prince Albert’s fair-and-square

guarantee (lower left). EitherP. A.’s
choice tobaccos put you next to
princely smoking or back comes
every cent you paid—and no quibbling! Prince Albert’s special

“crimp cut” tamps down easy and
burns slower for longer sessions of
rich, tasty smoking. Mild? You said
it! P. A. smokes cool, so mellow be-

cause it’s “‘no-bite” treated. There’s
no other tobacco like Prince Albert,
men, so snap up that offer today.

STEP RIGHT UP. HERE’S
THE GOOD WORD ON P. A.
Smoke 20 fragrant pipefuls of Prince

Albert. If youdon’t find it the mellowest,
tastiest pipe tobacco you ever smoked,
return the pocket tin with the rest of
the tobacco in it to us at any time within
a month from this date, and we will re-

fund full purchase price, plus postage.
(Signed) R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Co.,
Winston-Salem, North Carolina

THE NATIONAL
JOY SMOKE

pipefuls of fragrant tobacco in every handy

tin of Prince Albert
Copyright, 1989, R. J. Reynolds Tob. Co.
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About Face
® By Donald Coan

This is the parting advice of a columnist.
He recalls the past two years and repents of some of his ways.

D ESPITE the militaristic title of this story
it has nothing but the most peaceful of
intentions. As a matter of fact it is intended in

the nature of an armistice and what I hope will
be a lasting peace.
During the past two years I have had in my

possession a certain strip of space in Page 2 of

the U. D. NEWS. I call it a strip of space because I would not prevail upon your better
natures in calling it a column. During that time

most of the said space has been devoted to
gossip of one kind or another, to constructive
campaigning for certain projects, and also to
destructive maligning of the feminine element
on this campus.
It is with the latter that I am concerned in
this article: With the attitude of a dying man

who desires to put his affairs in order before
he leaves I write this article, because so far as
U. D. is concerned I am a dying man and I
will soon leave. If it isn’t too late I would like
to put a number of affairs in order before we
part enemies.

Most people make mistakes throughout their
lives, but when you make mistakes in print they
are just that much harder to rectify. About the
only thing you can do is admit it and let it go
at that.
My mistake has been my perpetual riding
of the co-ed class as a whole. Perhaps I had

particular individuals in mind when I wrote
certain things, but my generalization of ideas

made me Public Hate No. 1 so far as the Ladies
of the Lounge are concerned.
In so many words I have called them everything under the sun in some form or another.

were thinking about your actions you would
try to change. I know the old saying about

“Pleasing all of the people all of the time.”
Well, the funny part was that I wasn’t alone in
my opinions. They were shared by quite a few
people around the campus. In fact you would
be surprised at some of the people who seconded everything I said. However it appeared

under my by-line, so naturally I took the rap.
I’m not asking for sympathy, however, because

I should have known better.
But to get down to specific cases the Freshman Class took about the worst beating. After
knowing them for a year I’ve changed my mind
about most of them. They’re really swell kids
when you get to know them. And to the Freshman class I offer my apologies. There is one
“gang” in particular that merits them. They

are distinguished lately by those peculiar white
hats. When the year first started I thought
they were about the most stuck-up crowd I had
ever seen. But I was wrong. Every last one of
them is grand to know. There are others outside of that gang too numerous to list who
have disproved my first impression of them.

Turning from the Freshman class to their
immediate superiors, the Sophomores, there are
more mistakes to rectify. For a long time the
name Hilltopics was passe among the Soph

Coeds because of my claim that they had let
success go to their heads and as a result had
suffered a decline in popularity. I do not intend
to reopen an old wound, but facts proved my
contention in that regard. However for any
individual hurts that might have been sustained

in the mad rush I apologize. Enough said.
The Juniors and Seniors of the Coed Class
have no apologies coming because I have never
said anything against them. Individually and

collectively they are about as nice as people
can be. Everyone on the campus might take a
lesson in friendliness from them. They really
started their college careers with two strikes

But, believe me, I had nothing but the best of

against them. They were pioneers in a wilderness where coeds were unknown and don’t

intentions. I was convinced that there were

think they didn’t have tough sledding. They

some of you young ladies that needed a talking

had to establish their position. A lot of other

down, and I took it upon myself to be the one.

people tried to mount the golden stairs without

I thought perhaps if you knew what people

even tripping.
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During the two years I have been complimented and reprimanded because of my atti-

sentiment expressed here as applying likewise
to them.

tude toward the coed class. I now regret the
fact I ever listened to the compliments and that
I didn’t take the reprimand to heart and change
my policy. They say you usually change too
late, well I guess that holds true in this case.

As a parting word of advice I suggest that if
you are ever approached with writing this
column—refuse. The minute you accept it your

If this article does any good toward changing

the present bad opinion that is held of the
column and of the author then I will leave with
a partially cleared conscience.

I realize likewise that there are many other
individuals besides the coeds who have complaints to register and who have been harboring
grudges, but I’m afraid to rectify them would
take an article the size of a telephone directory.
They’ll have to be satisfied with accepting the

troubles will begin and they will not end until
you stop writing it. You get criticized for everything and anything you write, whether it be
good or bad. If you don’t put some choice bits
in then no one will read it. But the minute you
do put something worth reading in, it will
offend someone and you’ll have a gang war on
your hands. The funny part is that those who
pat you on the back when you makea dirty
crack at the very ones who are noticeable by
their absence when the showdown comes.

They’re the last ones in the world to back you
up. But they’re the first ones to show you up.

BUT BECAUSE THOU ART
LUKEWARM
O God .:.
Thy wrath, Thy hell upon me pour.
Thy judgment o’er
My head, O roar!

My God...
Nor hot nor cold drive from Thy sight
This puny mite,
My soul, O smite!
But God...
In death’s cold clench, O do not hate!
Remove Thy weight,
O God! O Great!

—PAUL ELSNER.
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Book Reviews

SONG OF YEARS
By Bess Streeter Aldrich
Appleton Century

Bess Streeter Aldrich is constantly dreaming
of the golden past. This time, in the “Song of
Years,” she dreams a dramatic picture of the
rival growth of two towns in the Red Cedar
Valley of Iowa. Prairie Rapids and Sturgis
Falls, with their fight for superiority, their
intense loyalty, and their impudent demand
for recognition, present the strong appeal of
the awkward adolescent frontier towns that
have developed into the mature cities of today.
The story goes deeper than that, however.
Following the successful pattern of her previous novels, Mrs. Aldrich centers her story in

the poignant failures but final success and
happiness of a growing family. A visionary
and a wander-lust, Jeremiah Martin has gone
west with his wife Sarah, leaving behind in
York State comfort and a home in order to
answer the call of the rich lands stretching
away to the blue horizon. There, under the
open skies, Jeremiah and Sarah, and their
seven daughters and two sons learn the frontier
code of cheerfulness, industry, and hospitality.
The song of years seems to be a quiet song of
courage until Wayne Lockwood comes west
and becomes the Martins’ neighbor. Immediately Wayne, six-feet tall, straight as an ash,

clear-eyed, with an easy stride, proceeds to
stride into the heart of Suzanne Martin, Jere-

miah’s favorite daughter; and the song of years
becomes a song of faith and of love. The song

is completed at the end of the Civil War when
Wayne gallantly carries Suzanne off to marriage.
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Mrs. Aldridge considerably abbreviates her
story pattern by refusing to re-live the whole
of frontier life down to our own day. While the
story thus gains in compactness and neatness,
it lacks the savor and the pleasure of recogni-

tion that are a part of her novels with their
sharp needle
modern life.

thrusts

into

vibrant,

noisome

One suspects that in Suzanne Martin, Mrs.
Aldrich has painted a bit of her own self. Like
Suzanne, she too has another world of dreams
into which she can retire at will from the world
that is too much with us, and stay there as long
as she likes, or anyway as long as the bread
doesn’t burn. Like Suzanne, she is strongly
imaginative, keen-witted, and in love with deep
valleys, gravelly creeks, and violets.
Perhaps the most striking note in the book
is the message that is sent. No matter what

obstacles are in the way, learn to pull on
through—that is the obvious lesson. But to
preach so. openly is ordinarily a sign of age.
Surely Mrs. Aldrich will not let us down from
her stories of the sorrows and joys, the pains
and pleasures, the laughter and tears, and the
constant work of the frontier, to novels that
are only the clothes for an idea, and characters
that wave a preaching figure at us as well as
at naughty Suzanne.
This story leaves no scars on your soul. In-

stead it quietly slips along until it has reached
down within you and touched the heart-strings

and then plays on them in soft melodies that
are vibrant with sturdy life. The song of years
begins to play in your heart: the song that is
the song of faith, of love, of hope, and of courage to pull on through.
—ROBERT HEIL.

CHOSEN RACES

RESTORING ALL THINGS
A Guide To Catholic Action

By Margaret Sothern

Edited by John Fitzsimons and Paul McGuire

Sheed and Ward

Through a most interesting romance Margaret Sothern gives a picture of Nazi Germany
—of the German people and of their Jewish
problem.
Frida Enden, a Nazi school teacher, falls in
love with Alfred Rosenthal, an ex-professor of
astronomy, nowa clerk in his father’s dry
goods store. Only by secret meetings are they
able to express their mutual affection, for under the new law Jews are too inferior to marry
Aryans. Realizing the hopelessness of their
situation, Alfred, after providing generously for
Frida’s future, attempts suicide. But the village
priest (the same was earlier accused of immorality) finds him, calls a doctor and an

ambulance, and provides all the care that can
be given to sick or wounded Jews. Slowly and
painfully, Alfred recovers.
As Germany is too small for Alfred, Frida,
and their love, emigration is the only solution.
Frida visits her Scottish aunt and does not
return. Alfred, because of a prison term he
served for the serious offense of saying “Heil
Hitler’’ when saluted,—Jews are not allowed
to use this salutation,—has considerable trouble
leaving Germany. Through the aid of a friend,
an Aryan, he escapes to Holland.
Margaret Sothern paints interesting characters. She depicts Frida as a thirty-year-old
school teacher, beautiful, simple, honest, obedient, and trusting. Frida cannot bring herself
to believe that the government would say anything in the Sturmer (anti-Jewish paper) or any
other organ that savors of untruth. In fact, her
Naziism gradually masters her Catholicism.
Alfred is presented as handsome, yong, and
mathematical, converted to Christianity, obeying all anti-Jewish laws, while hoping against
hope for some future respite. Lisolette, Frida’s
younger sister, is the life of the story; outwardly she is a thorough-going Nazi, but inwardly she mocks the laws. And finally, lovable
old Professor Perniker, rich, scientific, and

simple, enters the book in order to help his
former associate
greatest need.

professor

in

the

hour

of

The setting and characters are thoroughly

German and richly Bavarian, the language and
style are very attractive, and the story is a
cross-cut of one of Germany’s grave problems.

—EUGENE W. JANSON.

“Restoring All Things” is for the tyro a
happy solo flight into the rarified atmosphere

of the idea “that is difficult to understand, that
can be understood only by those who are willing
to study it without preconceived ideas, and that
many even of the people who are working in
it do not really understand.” The book consists
of a series of essays on Catholic Action by different writers, each essay being a unit in itself.
“Catholic Action and the Mystical Body”’ elementarily treats of the fascinating Sociology
which the Church offers to the typsy world of
today. “Catholic Action and the Liturgy” completes the transversal of the Cross of Christian

life by showing the relation between the ‘‘Ora”
of the Liturgy and the “Labora” of Catholic
Action. Man is, body and soul, God’s. To God
he must render the homage of full man. But
there is one acceptable WAY. Through Him and
only through Him, the bridge between finite

and infinite, can this homage pass to God. This
is possible in an official manner through the
Liturgy of the Church, the ‘Abba, Father”

which the Spirit of Christ has sanctioned by
the Holy See, which alone ‘‘can organize the
Liturgy and approve Liturgical books.”
“Catholic Action and the Priest” is followed
by “The World Scene of Catholic Action,” a
panorama of the present growth of the mustard
seed of Catholic Action, which will without a
doubt spread its branches over the whole world.
“In every part of the world it (C.A.) seeks to
extend the Kingdom of Christ. Nowhere yet has
it achieved its mature forms. It is in process of
formation, of development.” It is effecting a
new Christian social order, providing for “the

breaking societies of the West’ not political or
economic panaceas, but moral revaluation.
In the final chapter, after sketches of
Catholic Action in Italy, Belgium, and France,

Paul McGuire describes a typical Catholic
Action growth. He presents a practical plan,
that might take form in any place, a plan in its
essence used successfully a hundred years ago

by Pere Chaminade.
Those interested in adding their bit to the
“opening blow that has been struck” for University Catholic Action in which “U. D. has

participated” should read this book for a survey
of Catholic Action in action, as well as for an
impetus to their enthusiasm.
—PAUL ELSNER.
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store every Saturday.
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RICH, SMOOTH, FULL-BODIED, PURE
BARLEY MALT-HOPPED BEER that
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gone by.

Brewed by modern methods, properly
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+
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